
 

 

 

 

Daytona returns to the Interior Mebel 2019 in Kiev  

Since 2012, Daytona has been the luxury brand and contemporary style of the Signorini & Coco group, under the 

direction of its art directors, Leonardo Dainelli and Marzia Dainelli. Incepted in 1968 in a small artisanal workshop, 

Signorini & Coco has always pursued the great cabinet-making tradition of its founders. Attention to details and 

elevated artisanal know-how cultivated and conserved in the heart of Tuscany, are the distinctive features of the 

company which has disseminated the culture of customized, Italian cabinet-making methods worldwide. 

Confident in its past, but launched towards the future, Signorini & Coco has become through the years, an 

international excellence in the classic furnishing sector. Daytona was created through the third generation’s drive 

and passion for top-of-the-line furnishing. The brand is now a benchmark for the contemporary luxury sector which 

embodies the passion for high-profile Italian manufacturing art. 

All of Daytona’s creations were studied, designed and achieved entirely in Italy, in Tuscany, where the ancient 

trades blend with industrial innovation. Here, the skilful hands of the Signorini & Coco craftsmen confer to each 

furnishing item all the nobility of classic art, with a touch of the cosmopolitan flair achieved by the audacious 

personalities of the team designers. In fact, all the pieces bear the signature of Marzia and Leonardo Dainelli, assured 

by their globally achieved esthetical experiments and stylistic studies. 

Classic Italian wood and prestigious essences such as canaletto walnut or myrtle burl are blended with elegant 

marbles like the Rain Forest, Emperador or Calacatta Gold taken from the Tuscan caves of Vagli. Also brass in 

ancient bronze  and titanium finishings are matched with textiles and noble skins like the nubuck and suede, 

handcrafted with polished techniques refined by time and experience, which all confer a sophisticated, time-

enduring style. Neutral colours, a sober look and design that express déco art of the 1930s with a well achieved 

contemporary air, are the signature of the Daytona total living style. 

Daytona’s product range, dedicated to the residential and contract sectors, embraces every area of the house: from 

the kitchen to the dining and living rooms, and the home office up to the bedrooms. The offer range is completed 

with various carpets, wooden panelling, lamps and accessories collections. Refined details, antique and reassuring 

colours, a sophisticated contemporary line and references to the fashion brand, are the characteristics of Daytona’s 

productions, where each furnishing item recounts its own past and bears witness to the future.  

 

The Group 

The Daytona  trademark was established in Perignano, in the province of Pisa – headquarters of the  Signorini & 

Coco group which also hosts a showroom of 400 sq. m. Today the group boasts a turnover of over 6 million euro, 

with 80% of exports mainly towards Northern and Eastern Europe, the Far East and the USA. The remaining 20% is 

traced to sales in Italy.  

The opening of the new showroom in the heart of Milan, at the end of 2018, not only marked an important step in 

the development of the brand which chose the Milan market as the strategic point for its global expansion. It was 

also the occasion to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Signorini & Coco group, whose luxury living collections 

bear the Daytona signature. 


